Accelerate Your Digital
Transformation with
Hybrid Cloud

The digital transformation of modern age businesses
revolves around hybrid cloud as it allows flexibility, scalability
and cost efficiency - with the lowest possible risk of data
exposure. Cognizant and VMware are collaborating to help
customers modernize their existing applications and data,
as well as develop digital applications that can leverage the
power of VMware Cloud on AWS.

moving workload to VMware cloud on AWS platform.
Cognizant’s experience with large to very large IT
infrastructure landscape migrations to VMware softwaredefined data center and AWS public cloud environment
brings forth our immense knowledge and experience in
the industry.

JOINT SOLUTIONS

Combining VMware’s cutting edge next generation solutions
with Cognizant’s state-of-the-art assets and methodologies,
this superior joint value proposition will help our customers
adopt a nimble and dynamic IT environment to serve
the digital needs of millennial workers and consumers
innovatively.

Together, Cognizant and VMware offer a wide range of
business solutions powered by Cloud360, Cognizant’s
‘hyper-platform’ for managing the end-to-end lifecycle of
hybrid cloud. Some of the solutions include:

VMware cloud on AWS is one of the core capabilities of
Cognizant’s hybrid cloud offering that allow customers to
have the elasticity, flexibility, economics and a large range of
AWS public cloud services. This is coupled with the advantage
of moving workloads on VMware to the AWS public cloud
without the necessity of re-platforming or re-engineering.

Effectively address the business needs of capacity,
agility, and time-to-market by seamlessly extending
your on-premises infrastructure into public cloud using
VMware Cloud on AWS powered by Cognizant’s Cloud360
platform.

Cognizant brings its Cloud Steps methodology (Figure:1) which
includes the five steps of hybrid cloud lifecycle - envision &
strategize, assess & plan, design & build, migrate & validate
and run & optimize which maps to customer’s adoption
journey of the VMware Cloud on AWS for their existing or
newer applications.
Cognizant’s deep application expertise and its partnerships
with multiple tool vendors for migration, backup, disaster
recovery, automation, cloud brokerage and many others
ensure that the business applications run unperturbed after

Hybrid Cloud Solutions

Business Continuity and Disaster Recovery
(BCDR) Solutions
Cognizant’s BCDR reference architectures with VMware
Cloud on AWS provide powerful end-to-end solutions with
robust tools from the partners integrated with Cognizant’s
Cloud360. These solutions allow organizations to have
aggressive RPO/RTO measures to either swiftly switch
over to the DR site or quickly recover from site failures
with complete visibility into the health of business
continuity.

Hybrid Cloud Operations Services
The Hybrid Cloud Operations services is an AI/
ML led end-to-end offering backed by Cognizant’s
HiveCenter I&O automation platform catering to
all cloud delivery models of IaaS, PaaS, CaaS and
Microservices architectures encompassing the
entire spectrum of hybrid cloud management.
The services include monitoring and notification,

provisioning and orchestration, governance,
security, APM, and optimization. Cognizant’s
hybrid cloud operations services for VMware
cloud on AWS frees up valuable time to focus
more on improving your business competence.
Cognizant’s Hybrid Cloud Operations Services
for VMWare Cloud on AWS, frees up valuable
time to focus more on improving your business
competence.

Cognizant’s Cloud Steps Transformation Methodology

(Figure:1)

Let’s Talk
For more information, mail us at CISmarketing@cognizant.com
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